In 1804 Lewis and Clark set out to map the uncharted west. Start your own Expedition today.
Wherever the road takes you... in comfort and style

The legacy continues...

America’s first road trip initiated by Lewis and Clark perfectly captured the American spirit of independence, exploration and adventure. Today those same qualities exist in a new brand of pioneer. The one who marvels at the beauty that surrounds them and wonders what lies beyond.
Roughin’ it without the rough. Expedition’s Freightliner® Cummins 300 hp diesel engine on our patented Power Platform® foundation means smooth sailing ahead.

Form meets function in Expedition’s full fiberglass front cap, redesigned rear cap and exterior storage compartment. New bus styling is made even more distinct with optional full body paint and a bold new graphics palette that coordinates with your interior colors.

Large overhead cabinets featuring adjustable shelves and ambient lighting are just some of the creature comforts that abound. Expand your space while expanding your horizons—with Expedition’s multiple slide-outs you can practically double your space in moments.
A new kind of Expedition... a new kind of pioneer
We’ve packed in plenty of room for the things you’ll pick up along the way as well as the essentials. Feel right at home with the pull-out counter-top/cutting board in the galley and dinette with storage. A redesigned under-sink storage area features shelf, wastebasket, counter cover storage area and pull-out wire basket to keep you organized on the go.

Wide open spaces are here

Lewis and Clark never had it this good. Relax in your lounge recliner or take in the view while you prepare a gourmet dinner in your spacious galley featuring a three-burner range with oven. Go ahead and entertain in a spacious living room with all the amenities. Overnight guests are easy to accommodate with a hide-a-bed fabric sofa. Keep the drinks chilled in your 12 cubic foot Dometic® refrigerator and don’t give spills a second thought—solid surface countertops and linoleum flooring at entry ways guarantee a quick clean up. A built-in washer/dryer combination makes doing laundry while traveling as convenient as home.
Expedition offers such residential amenities as a luxuriously draped queen-sized bed, nightstand storage, *full dresser with room for shoes below, wardrobe with wire shelving for extra storage, and even a magazine rack for some bedtime reading. Refresh and rejuvenate in style with Expedition's sky-lit shower, and bright brass bathroom fixtures.

*standard on model N, optional on other models. N/A on model Z.
Select from three decors: the green hues of Pacific Rim, the stone carved grace of Rushmore or the rough and tumble edge of Wild West. You can even customize your Expedition with a variety of hardwoods including Windsor Birch, Fairfield Maple or Cherry. The road is waiting. Write an epic of your own...with Expedition.
A. Steel I-beams are welded the length of the chassis for enormous weight-bearing ability.

B. Water tanks run horizontally down the center of the frame for balance.

C. Beefy steel outriggers firmly cradle all exterior compartments.

D. A neoprene rubber gasket isolates the living area from the chassis for a quieter ride.

**IMPORTANT—PLEASE READ:**

Product information, photography and illustrations included in this publication were as accurate as possible at the time of printing. For further product information and changes, please visit our website at www.fleetwoodrv.com or contact your local Fleetwood dealer. Prices, materials, design and specifications are subject to change without notice. All weights, fuel, liquid capacities and dimensions are approximate. Fleetwood has designed its recreational vehicles to provide a variety of uses for its customers. Each vehicle features optimal seating, sleeping, storage and fluid capacities. The user is responsible for selecting the proper combination of loads (i.e. occupants, equipment, fluids, cargo, etc.) to ensure that the vehicle’s capacities are not exceeded. ©2003 Fleetwood Enterprises, Inc. Inventory Control Number EXP04B1 07/03